As requested by the community, the park improvement plans dated July 15, 2019 now include:

- Additional lighting including an acorn street light, additional LED lighting in various locations and lighting in the fountain itself
- Higher shrubs along the western edge of the park with a maximum height of 30 inches as required by the City
- Accessible entrances to the lawn area
- An identified location for the annual Christmas tree
- Availability of power at the proposed stage
- A bike loop (rack)
- A pet waste bag dispenser
- A trash can
- A hose bib

Questions/Concerns were expressed related to the fountain. The following information clarifies the proposed plans:

- The proposed plan is to continue to have the historic fountain operate as it does currently with water falling between the various levels of the fountain.
- The proposed plan also includes the removal of the jets that spray from the ground surface onto the historic fountain. These jets were added in 1983 and are recommended for removal due to maintenance issues, problems with long term durability and the potential for slip hazards on wet pavement in close proximity to North Market Street.